The inversion of the Radon transform is a classical ill-posed inverse problem where some method of regularization must be applied in order to accurately recover the objects of interest from the observable data. A well-known consequence of the traditional regularization methods is that some important features to be recovered are lost, as evident in imaging applications where the regularized reconstructions are blurred versions of the original. In this paper, we show that the affine-like system of functions known as the shearlet system can be applied to obtain a highly effective reconstruction algorithm which provides near-optimal rate of convergence in estimating a large class of images from noisy Radon data. This is achieved by introducing a shearlet-based decomposition of the Radon operator and applying a thresholding scheme on the noisy shearlet transform coefficients. For a given noise level ε, the proposed shearlet shrinkage method can be tuned so that the estimator will attain the essentially optimal mean square error O(log(ε −1 )ε 4/5 ), as ε → 0. Several numerical demonstrations show that its performance improves upon similar competitive strategies based on wavelets and curvelets.
Introduction
The Radon transform, introduced by Johann Radon in 1917 [28] , is the underlying mathematical foundation for a number of methods employed to determine structural properties of objects by using projected information, such as computerized X-ray tomography and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). It also provides the basic mathematical principles employed by remote sensing devices such as synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR).
In its classical formulation (see, for example, [24] ), in dimension n = 2, the Radon transform can be described as follows. For θ ∈ S 1 and t ∈ R, consider the lines in R 2 :
L(θ, t) = {x ∈ R
2
: x · θ = t}. These are the lines perpendicular to θ with distance t from the origin, and represent, in X-ray tomography, the paths along which the X-rays travel. The Radon transform is used to model the attenuation of an X-ray traveling across the object f along the line L(θ, t), and, for f ∈ L 1 (R 2 ), is defined by (Rf )(θ, t) = x∈L (θ,t) f (x) dx.
The problem of interest consists in inverting the transform to recover the function f from the Radon data (Rf )(θ, t) and was solved, in principle, by J. Radon who (under some regularity assumptions on f ) obtained the inversion formula
However, how to convert this inversion formula into an accurate computational algorithm is far from obvious. Indeed, this inverse problem is technically illposed since the solution is unstable with respect to small perturbations in the projection data Rf (θ, t). In practical applications, the data Rf (θ, t) are known with a limited accuracy (on a discrete set only) and are typically corrupted by noise, so that some method of regularization for the inversion is needed in order to accurately recover the function f and control the amplification of noise in the reconstruction.
Starting from the rediscovery of the Radon transform in the 60's and its applications to computerized tomography [6, 7] , several methods have been intro-duced to deal with the inverse problem associated with the Radon transform, including Fourier methods, backprojection and singular value decomposition [24] . A well known limitation of all these methods is that they usually yield reconstructions where high frequency features, such as edges, are smoothed away, with the result that the reconstructed images are blurred versions of the original ones. While a number of heuristic methods have been introduced to deal with the phenomenon of blurring in the Radon inversion, only in recent years, in the work of Candès and Donoho [4] , a method was proposed to deal with the efficient reconstruction of images with edges and with the precise assessment of the method performance.
In fact, the approach developed in the work of Candès and Donoho relies on some recent advances in the theory of wavelets and multiscale methods which provide a new theoretical perspective on the problem of dealing with information associated with edges effectively. Following a similar theoretical framework, in this paper, we propose a novel technique for regularizing the inversion of the Radon transform by means of a multiscale and multidirectional representation known as the shearlet representation. Our approach provides an algorithm for inverting the Radon transform which is particularly effective in recovering data containing edges and other distributed discontinuities.
In particular, by taking advantage of the sparsity properties of the shearlet representation, we prove that the shearlet-based inversion is optimally efficient in the reconstruction of images containing edges from noisy Radon data. In addition, thanks to some specific advantages of the discrete shearlet decomposition, the shearlet-based numerical algorithm allows for a significant performance improvement over the wavelets-and curvelets-based results.
Historical Perspective and Motivation
To provide a more detailed perspective on the method that we propose, let us start by recalling the general framework of the Wavelet-Vaguelette decomposition (WVD), introduced by Donoho [9] . This method applies a collection of functionals called vaguelettes to simultaneously invert an operator and compute the wavelet coefficients of the desired function. The function is then estimated by applying a nonlinear shrinkage to the noise-contaminated wavelet coefficients and inverting the wavelet transform. The ingenuity of the WaveletVaguelette decomposition is that it emphasizes the estimating capabilities of a representation best suited to approximate the underlying function. This is in contrast to constructions such as the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) that use basis functions depending solely on the operator to regularize the inversion. Since the appearance of this work, this strategy has spurred much interest for the Radon inversion problems as well as for other inverse problems (e.g., [22, 19, 25] ). We also recall that several other wavelet-based techniques have been applied to the problem of inverting the Radon transform, including [2, 26, 29] .
However, for the Radon inversion of images containing edges, while still outperforming other traditional methods, the WVD technique as well as the other wavelet-based methods fall short from being optimal in terms of their estimation capabilities. Consider the problem of recovering an image f which is smooth away from regular edges, from the noisy data
where εW is white Gaussian noise, and ε measures the noise level. Then an inversion based on the WVD approach yields a Mean Squared Error (MSE) that is bounded, within a logarithmic factor, by O(ε
) as ε → 0. This is better than the MSE rate of O(ε 1/2 ), as ε → 0, which is achieved when the inversion techniques are SVD-based [4] . To further improve the performance, one should replace the wavelet system used in the WVD with a representation system which is more capable of dealing with edges. This is exactly the motivation for the introduction of the biorthogonal curvelet decomposition of the Radon transform in [4] whose application yields a MSE rate
This rate is essentially optimal for this class of functions.
The method that we propose also adapts the basic WVD framework. By taking advantage of the shearlet representation, we obtain a novel decomposition of the Radon transform which is optimally efficient in dealing with images containing edges and provides the same essentially optimal estimation rate given by (1) . Notice that, while offering similar approximation properties, the shearlet and curvelet representations have very different mathematical constructions. In particular, unlike the curvelet representation, the shearlet approach is based on the framework of affine systems, where the representation elements are obtained by applying a countable collection of translations and dilations to a finite set of generators. As a consequence, the shearlet approach provides a simpler and more flexible mathematical setting, and a unified treatment for both the continuous formulation and the corresponding discrete implementation (as also recently exploited in [21] ). Indeed, while the current curvelet description given in [3] theoretically is ideal for inverting the Radon transform from a continuous perspective, its implementation has to deal with the fact that the image to be estimated is to be described on a finite discrete set (typically, a rectangular grid). By exploiting this advantage of the shearlet setting, we can demonstrate that, in the practical numerical implementation, the shearlet-based estimation process performs significantly better than the corresponding curvelet-based estimation process.
Finally, we would like to notice that the original argument provided in [4] to prove the MSE estimation rate (1) is based on an older and somewhat cumbersome formulation of the curvelet representation. By using the simpler shearlet construction, we are able to provide a much more streamlined and straightforward set of arguments to establish the MSE estimation rate result for our approach.
Paper Organization
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the basic definitions and properties of the shearlet representation which are needed for the paper. In Section 3, we develop a decomposition of the Radon transform based on the shearlet representation.
In Section 4, we analyze the performance of the shearlet-based inversion algorithm when the Radon data are corrupted by additive Gaussian noise. Finally, in Section 5 we present several numerical experiments to illustrate the performance of the shearlet-based algorithm and compare it against competing wavelet-and curvelet-based algorithms.
Shearlet Representation
Despite their spectacular success in a variety of applications from applied mathematics and signal and image processing, it is now acknowledged that traditional wavelets are not particularly efficient in dealing with multidimensional data. This limitation has stimulated a very active research during the last ten years, which has led to the introduction of a new generation of multiscale systems with improved capability to capture the geometry of multidimensional data. These systems include the curvelets [4] , the bandlets [23] , the contourlets [8] and the composite wavelets [15] [16] [17] (of which the shearlets are a special realization).
The theory of composite wavelets, in particular, provides a uniquely effective approach which combines geometry and multiscale analysis by taking advantage of the theory of affine systems. In dimension n = 2, the affine systems with composite dilations are the collections of functions of the form
, and A, B are 2 × 2 invertible matrices with | det B| = 1. The elements of this system are called composite wavelets if A AB (ψ) forms a Parseval frame (also known as tight frame with frame bounds 1) for
). In these systems, the integer powers of the dilations matrices A are associated with scale transformations, while the integer powers of the matrices B are associated to area-preserving geometric transformations, such as rotations and shear. This framework allows one to construct Parseval frames whose elements, in addition to ranging at various scales and locations, like ordinary wavelets, also range at various orientations.
In this paper, we will consider and apply a special example of affine systems with composite wavelets in L 2 (R 2 ), called the shearlet system. One of the reasons for the particular significance of this system is that it is the only construction, together with the curvelets, which provides optimally sparse representations for a large class of two-dimensional functions [14] . This property will play a prominent role in the decomposition of the Radon transform.
The shearlet system is an affine systems with composite dilations where A = A 0 is an anisotropic dilation matrix and B = B 0 is the shear matrix, which are defined by
. In addition, we assume that
and, for each j ≥ 0,
From the conditions on the support ofψ 1 andψ 2 one can easily deduce that the functions ψ j, ,k have frequency support contained in the set (see Figure 1 (a)).
From equations (3) and (4) it follows that the functions {ψ (5) and the fact thatψ
imply that the collection {ψ
and ψ (1) be given bŷ
Then the collection {ψ
is a Parseval frame for L
) be chosen to satisfy
where χ D is the indicator function of the set D. This implies that suppφ
, and the collection
An illustration of the frequency tiling provided by the shearlet system is shown in Figure 1 (b).
Thus, we have the following result:
Notice that the "corner" elementsψ
are simply obtained by truncation on the cones χ D d in the frequency domain and that the corner elements in the horizontal cone D 0 match nicely with those in the vertical cone D 1 . We refer to [14, 17] for additional detail about the construction of the shearlet system.
In the following, for brevity of notation, it will be convenient to introduce the
, and
Hence, we will denote the shearlet system as the collection {s µ :
it is understood that the corner elements are modified as in Theorem 2.1.
The shearlet transform is the mapping on L 2 (R 2 ) defined by:
Inversion of Radon Transform via Shearlet Representation
We shall obtain a formula for the decomposition of the Radon transform based on the shearlet representation. In order do that, some construction is needed.
Companion Representation
We start by introducing a companion representation of the shearlet system which is obtained under the action of the fractional Laplacian.
Definition 3.1 For a rational number α and f
In particular, we use the notation ψ
It is easy to verify that the functions {s + µ : µ ∈ M} are smooth and compactly supported in the frequency domain. In addition, since each element of the finescale shearlet system ψ µ , µ ∈ M , is supported, in the frequency domain, on the compact region
, it follows that, in this region, 2 −j |ξ| 1/2 ≈ 1 and, thus, ψ + µ ≈ ψ µ . This is the key observation which is used in the following result and is similar to the one given in [4] for the case of curvelets.
Theorem 3.2 The system {ψ
+ µ } µ∈M is a frame for L 2 (R 2 \ [− 1 8 , 1 8 ] 2 ) ∨ .
That is, there are positive constants A and B, with A ≤ B, such that
Notice that the larger system {s 
Using the properties of the shearlet function ψ, for h ∈ L 2 (C) ∨ , we have:
Notice that the window functionV j is supported on the set
and that, by the assumptions on ψ 1 ,
Letŵ j be a smooth window function supported in C j−1 ∪ C j ∪ C j+1 which is equal 1 on the set C j . It follows thatŵ jVj =V j and that w j * g = g for each function g such thatĝ is supported on the set C j . Hence, using the fact that suppψ µ ⊂ C j , when µ ∈ M j , we have:
(w j * f ). Notice that the smoothness assumption on w j guarantees that h j is well defined.
Using (8), we have:
Notice that, for ξ ∈ C j , the function 2 −2j |ξ| is bounded above and below by positive constants, independently of j. Hence, from the expression above, we have that
Adding up over all j ≥ 0, it follows that
Shearlet Decomposition of the Radon Transform
We start by recalling some important properties of the Radon transform, which will be useful in the construction of our decomposition based on the shearlet representation. We refer to [18] for additional details about these properties and their derivation.
In dimension n = 2, the Radon operator R associates to each suitable function f and each pair (θ, t) ∈ [0, 2π) × R, the value Using the companion shearlet representations {s + µ : µ ∈ M} from Section 3.1, we define the system {U µ : µ ∈ M} by the formula
Using the Radon isometry and Theorem 3.2, one can show that {U µ : µ ∈ M} is a frame sequence (that is, a frame for its span), although it is not a frame for the whole Hilbert space
We are now ready to introduce a decomposition formula for the Radon operator based on the shearlet representation. As mentioned above, our construction adapts the general principles of the Wavelet-Vaguelette Decomposition [9] and is similar to the Curvelet Biorthogonal Decomposition given in [4] . 
Proof. This proof is very similar to the one in [4] and is based on the intertwining relation:
Direct computations show that:
Inversion of Noisy Radon Data
In our model, we assume that Radon transform data are corrupted by white Gaussian noise, that is, we have the observations:
where f is the function to be recovered, W is a Wiener sheet and ε is measuring the noise level. This means that each measurement [Y, U µ ] of the observed data is normally distributed with mean [Rf,
While the white noise model may not describe precisely the types of noise typically found in practical applications, the asymptotic theory derived from this assumption in practice has been found to lead to very acceptable results. In addition, this framework allows one to derive a theoretical assessment of the performance of the method which would be extremely complicated to handle otherwise.
In order to obtain an upper bound on the risk of the estimator, it is necessary to specify the type of functions we are dealing with. Following [4] , let A be a positive constant and ST AR 
The class of sets of interest to us consists of those sets B whose boundaries β are parametrized as in (11), where ρ is a radius function satisfying the condition
We say that a set B ∈ ST AR
and is a translate of a set whose boundary obeys (11) and (12) . In addition, we set C 
Projecting the data (10) onto the frame {U µ : µ ∈ M }, and rescaling, we obtain
where n µ is a (non-i.i.d.) Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ µ = ψ + µ 2 . In order to estimate f , we need to estimate the shearlet coefficients f, ψ µ , µ ∈ M , from the data y µ . To accomplish this, we will devise a thresholding rule, to be applied to {y µ : µ ∈ M }, which exploits the sparsity properties of the shearlet representation.
Modified Shearlet System
For the application of the shearlet representation to the estimation problem, it is useful to introduce the following simple variant of the shearlet system given in Section 2, which is obtained by rescaling the coarse scale system and changing the range of scales for which the directional fine-scale system is defined. Namely, for a fixed
(ξA
Then we obtain the Parseval frame of shearlets:
As the original shearlet system given in Theorem 2.1, the modified shearlet system is made of coarse and fine scale systems, with the coarse scale system now associated with the coarse scale j 0 . Proceeding as above, we introduce the index set M
and denote the new shearlet system using the compact notation
, it is understood that the corner elements are modified as in Theorem 2.1.
In our construction, the selection of the scale j 0 will depend on the noise level ε. Namely, we set j 0 = ). We also introduce the scale index
and 2
).
Hence, depending on the noise level ε, we may now define the set of significant coefficients of a function f ∈ E 
}, and
The significant coefficients in the shearlet representation of f are the elements f, s µ for which µ belongs to N (ε).
We obtain the following result which is proved in the Appendix.
Theorem 4.1 Let ε denote the noise level, and N (ε) be the set of significant indices associated with the shearlets so that a function f is represented as
Then there exist positive constants C , C , and C such that the following properties hold:
(1) The neglected shearlet coefficients { f, s µ : µ / ∈ N (ε)} satisfy:
(2) The risk proxy satisfies:
The cardinality of N (ε) obeys:
Estimation Rate
To estimate f from the noisy observations (13), we will apply the soft thresholding function T s (y, t) = sgn(y)(|y| − t) + . The analysis of the estimation error follows the general framework of the wavelet shrinkage developed in [10] . Letting #N (ε) be the number of significant coefficients of the shearlet representation of f , we estimate function f bỹ
where the coefficients are obtained by the rulẽ
and
, are uniformly bounded.
The main theorem can now be established (this is similar to Theorem 6 in [4] , which uses the curvelet decomposition).
Theorem 4.2 Let f ∈ E
2 (A) be the solution of the problem Y = Rf + ε W and letf be the approximation to f given by the formulas (14) and (15) . Then there is a constant C > 0 such that
where E is the expectation operator.
, let c µ = f, s µ andc µ be given by (15) . By the Parseval frame property of the shearlet system {s µ :
and that
On the other hand, by the oracle inequality [10] we have
where L(ε) = (1 + 2 log (#N (ε) ). Now observe that, by Theorem 4.1, there exist positive constants C , C , C such that
By the assumption on N (ε), there is a constant C 1 > 0 such that
Thus, using these observations and equations (16) and (17), we deduce that there is a constant C > 0 such that
As also observed in [4] , Theorem 4.2 remains valid if the soft thresholding operator T s (y, t) is replaced by the hard thresholding operator T h (y, t) = y χ {|y|≥t} . In fact, also in the case of hard thresholding, one can obtain estimates similar to (17) .
Finally, for completeness, we recall the following theorem from [4] showing that the rate of convergence of our estimator is near optimal; no estimator can achieve an essentially better rate uniformly over E 2 (A).
(A) and consider the minimax mean square error
This satisfies
Numerical Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the derived estimation rates and compare our proposed shearlet estimation method against a curvelet and wavelet-based version. The numerical implementations of curvelets and shearlets are described in [3] and [13] , respectively. The adaptation of these representation routines for the inversion of the Radon transform was done using the technique given in [19] which describes the wavelet-based inversion method. That is, a backprojection algorithm is used to convert the array of projections into a square array that is then appropriately filtered.
In the first experiment, we used the star image shown in the upper left-hand side of Figure 2 . White Gaussian noise with zero mean was added to the Radon transform of the image with various levels of standard deviations and the inversion processes was regularized by the proposed method. For comparison, a version using curvelets and wavelets was also included.
For another set of experiments, we tested both a soft thresholding and hard thresholding version for each of the methods using a modified Shepp-Logan Phantom image and an MRI brain scan image.
For the soft thresholding T s (y, t), we estimated the standard deviationσ µ of [Y, U µ ] and set t = 2 jσ µ 2 log(2 j ). For the hard thresholding, Monte Carlo simulations were used to estimate the standard deviation of the noise through each subband and a scalar multiple of the estimated standard deviations was chosen as the threshold value. In particular, the threshold for the finest scales was chosen to be four times the estimated standard deviation of the noise and the threshold for the remaining scales except for the coarsest scale was chosen to be three times the estimated standard deviation. To assess the performance, we used the measure
where f ,f est , and var(f ) are the original image, the estimated image, and the variance of the image, respectively. Both the SN R of the noisy projections (treated as an image) and the unfiltered inversion are given in Tables I and  II . Some results are also displayed in Figures 3, 4 , and 5.
Note a considerable advantage of our proposed shearlet-based technique is that it is better suited for use with generalized cross validation (GCV) functions for automatic determination of the threshold parameters (see [11] and [27] ).
As subtle artifacts remained after reconstruction from the shearlet-based estimates, we applied the following additional filtering scheme which is based on total variation minimization and is described in [12] . This post-filtering applies only to the hard thresholding estimate and can be roughly described as follows. Denote by M C the set of indices of M in the shearlet domain that correspond to the coefficients that would be set to zero in the above reconstruction (namely, the indices of the thresholded coefficients). Define the projection operator P S onto the reconstruction from these coefficients as
The proposed method is then to essentially solve For the final demonstrations of the methods, we tested the performance using an ISAR dataset collected by System Planning Corporation's Mark V radar of a SAAB 9000 car. The collected data (Radon projections) and an image of the unfiltered reconstruction are shown in Figure 6 . The hard thresholding values were determined using the noise level found by means of a median estimator. Since there is no reference image to compare against, no measure of performance can be given. Yet, it is clear the shearlet-based estimate provides the best looking estimate. Note that some of the noise present in ISAR imagery can be attributed to speckle but when displayed on a logarithmic scale as shown in Figure 6 , the noise can be approximated as additive Gaussian [1] . 6 Appendix. Proofs from Section 4
We are considering the modified shearlet system {s µ :
, d = 0, 1}, and the system is made of the coarse scale system {s µ = 2 j 0 ϕ(2 j 0 x − µ) : µ ∈ N } and the fine scale system {s µ = ψ µ = ψ
In order to prove Theorem 4.1, we need the following lemma which provides an estimate for the size of the shearlet coefficients at a fixed scale j (where j ≥ j 0 ). For such j fixed, recall from Section 3 that
Proof. It is useful to introduce a smooth localization of the function f near dyadic squares. Let Q j be the collection of dyadic squares of the form Q = [
, we define a smooth partition of unity
where, for each dyadic square Q ∈ Q j , w Q (x) = w(2
Given f ∈ E 2 (A), the coefficients { f, ψ µ } will exhibit a very different behavior depending on whether the edge curve of f intersects the support of w Q or not. We split Q j into the disjoint sets Q For each such cube Q ∈ Q 0 j , it is shown in [14] that
More precisely, in the proof of Theorem 1.3 in [14] , it is shown that
Adding up over all cubes in Q 0 j , we have that
For
Hence adding up over all Q ∈ Q 1 j , it follows that
The proof is completed by combining the estimates (18) and (19) . 2 We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof. (Theorem 4.1.1(1)) We need to establish
(I) We start by examining the situation at fine scales, for j ≥ j 1 (ε) = 
It follows that
We will use two simple facts. The first one is
for x ∈ Q 0 and the second one is that for a > 0, 0
It follows that, for |k| ≥ 2 
Thus, Now we can add up all contributions for j ≥ j 0 . Since we can choose m arbitrarily, for an appropriate choice of the constant C, we have: The analysis in the case where µ ∈ M 0 and d = 1 is essentially the same as the one given above. For the coarse case terms, notice first that ϕ satisfies the same decay behavior as (20) for ψ. Hence, letting ϕ j 0 ,k (x) = 2 j 0 ϕ(2 j 0 x − k) and proceeding as in (21), we have that
Now we can proceed as above by summing over |k| ≥ 2 2j+1 and using the fact that m can be chosen arbitrarily, to conclude that (that is, j > j 1 (ε) = (that is, j > j 2 (ε) = 
